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Abstract

We have investigated various Zn-based catalysts for their interaction with methanol

(MeOH). MeOH is one of the most critical molecules being studied extensively, and Zn-

based catalysts are widely used in many industrially relevant reactions involving MeOH.

We note that the same element (Zn and O, in the present study) exhibits different catalytic

activity in different environments. The changing environment is captured in the underly-

ing electronic structure of the catalysts. In the present work, we compared the electronic

structure of Zn-based systems, i.e., ZnAl2O4 and ZnO along with oxygen preadsorbed Zn

(O-Zn) and metallic Zn. We demonstrate the one-to-one correlation between the pDOS of

the bare facet and the outcome of that facet’s interaction (i.e. either adsorption or dissocia-

tion of MeOH) with MeOH. These findings would pave the way towards the in-silico design

of catalysts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For conversion of methanol to any value added product dissociation of its O-H

and/or C-H bond is the primary step. Considering the importance of MeOH in the

chemical industry as feedstock or fuel, its interaction with various catalysts is studied

extensively. The interaction of methanol with metal surfaces like Al[1], Si[2], Ge[3],

Fe[4], Ru[5], Rh[6], Ni[7], Pd[8], Pt[9], Cu[10], Ag[11], Au[12] has been extensively

investigated using both experimental and theoretical methods. The activation bar-

rier for inert metals such as Au and Ag is very high, almost of the order of 1.5 eV,

while for Pd and Pt, it reduces to ≈ 0.80 eV. However one would like to replace

precious metals by other earth abundant metals for the economical viability. This

encourages further investigations into non-precious metals for methanol dissociation.

Cu surfaces have also been studied in detail for MeOH interaction.[10, 13, 14] The

activation barrier for O-H bond dissociation of MeOH on Cu surfaces is as low as

0.38 eV. In a recent experimental study, Roey et al. demonstrated the methanol

decomposition on various Cu surfaces such as (100), (110), and (111) at ambient

conditions.[15] They observed that methanol readily decomposes to methoxy on all

these surfaces at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. They also report that

the kinetics of conversion of methanol to carbon monoxide is structure sensitive and

depends on the surface environment. Adsorption of oxygen on metal surfaces affects

their reactivity by altering geometric and electronic properties.[16–19] Oxygen binds

strongly with almost all metals and triggers surface reconstruction. This reconstruc-

tion either facilitates adsorption or blocks the active sites of catalyst. Also, the higher

electronegativity of oxygen as compared to metals leads to redistribution of charge

density on metal surfaces and hence affect their chemical reactivity.[20] Methanol de-

composition has also been investigated in the presence of preadsorbed oxygen atoms

on various metal surfaces.[21–24] Xu et al. investigated the interaction of methanol

on oxygen-preadsorbed Au(111) surface by employing DFT.[23] They report that the
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activation barrier for dissociation of the O-H bond of methanol reduces to 0.41 eV,

which is one-fourth of the barrier for bare Au(111) surface (1.58 eV). Similarly, Aljama

et al. demonstrated the conversion of methanol to formaldehyde at Ag(111) surface

using DFT and microkinetic modeling.[24] They observed that preadsorbed oxygen

enhances the reactivity of the Ag surface by reducing the activation barrier to 0.81

eV, which is significantly lower than the clean surface (2.85 eV). This manifests effect

of preadsorbed oxygen on metal surfaces in enhancing the MeOH decomposition. To

our knowledge, no studies report the interaction of methanol with zinc surfaces. In

the present work, we have examined the interaction of MeOH on various Zn surfaces

viz. (1010), (1011), and (1013) to demonstrate the structure-activity relationship.

Effect of oxygen adsorption on the interaction of MeOH with Zn surfaces has also

been explored in detail. The activation barrier of O-H bond dissociation significantly

reduces on preadsorbed oxygen compared to the pure metallic surface.

On the other hand, it is very well established that the metal oxides exhibit higher

catalytic activity than pure metallic surfaces due to presence of various acidic and

basic sites. Various metal oxides like MgO,[25] Al2O3,[26] Ga2O3,[27] TiO2,[28]

CeO2,[29] and ZnO[30] have been extensively investigated for their interaction with

methanol. It is common to all metal oxides, that, anionic oxygen atoms favor the

dehydrogenation of MeOH by forming hydroxide with HMeOH, while the dissociated

fragments are stabilized over cationic metal atoms. Spontaneous dissociation of

methanol is reported by Liu et al. on low index CeO2 surfaces.[29] They investigated

the interaction of methanol with (100), (110), and (111) facets of CeO2 by employing

DFT. They report that the interaction of methanol with the facet is highly dependent

on the arrangement of atoms on the facet. Spontaneous dissociation of O-H bond of

methanol takes place on the (100) and (110) facet while only molecular adsorption

at (111) facet. In our previous study, we have also discussed in detail the interaction

of methanol with ZnO [31, 32] We elaborate on the site-dependent interaction of

methanol (molecular adsorption or dissociation) on various ZnO surfaces. Further,
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we have also investigated interaction of MeOH with ZnAl2O4.[33] Our periodic DFT

calculations demonstrated that the dissociation of methanol is thermodynamically

favorable outcome at the ZnAl2O4 facets.

Our previous work demonstrated that the composition as well as facets play a

crucial role in determining the outcome of the interaction. First, we investigated

interaction of MeOH with a mixed metal oxide like ZnAl2O4 followed by metal oxide

like ZnO. In the present work, we investigate the interaction of methanol with var-

ious Zn metal surfaces as well as oxygen adsorbed Zn facets by exploiting periodic

DFT. Thus, we are reducing the complexity to understand factors associated with

a particular outcome. In these series of virtual experiments the outcomes are either

adsorption of MeOH (physisorption or chemisorption) or spontaneous dissociation of

O-H bond. It is indispensable to investigate the underlying electronic structure to un-

derstand the rationality behind these interactions. Our group’s work over the years

shows a clear-cut trend in the interaction of MeOH with Zn-based facets. In this

work, we analyze all the surfaces studied so far to determine the correlation between

the electronic structure of bare facets and the outcome of MeOH adsorption. The

ultimate goal of any DFT based computation is to understand the results in terms of

underlying electronic structure, derive trends, and gain predictive power. This work

is an attempt in that direction.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS:

All the calculations are carried out within the Kohn-Sham formalism of DFT. Pro-

jector Augmented Wave potential[34] is used, with Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) ap-

proximation for the exchange-correlation and generalized gradient approximation,[35]

as implemented in planewave, pseudopotential based code, Vienna Ab initio Simula-

tion Package (VASP).[36] The bulk unit cell is taken from the materials project.[37]

The bulk lattice parameters upon optimization are a = 2.62 Å and c = 5.02 Å which
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are in agreement with the experimentally measured (a = 2.66 Å, c = 4.95 Å).[38] Two

flat facets (1010) and (1011) of Zn are modeled as slab by cleaving a surface with 3x3

periodicity in x and y direction with 4 layers using Quantumwise-VNL-2017.1.[39]

The step facet (1013) is cleaved using 4x1 periodicity in x and y direction with 4

layers. Bottom layer is fixed and rest all layers and adsorbate are fully relaxed for

all surface calculations. Van der Waals corrections are applied to account dynamic

correlations between fluctuating charge distribution by employing Grimme method

(DFT-D2).[40] It is observed that 20 Å of vacuum is sufficient to avoid interaction

between adjacent images of planes along the z-direction. Geometry optimization is

carried out with a force cutoff of 0.01 eV/Å on the unfixed atoms and the total

energies are converged below 10−4 eV for each SCF cycle. A Monkhorst-Pack grid of

3x2x1, 4x2x1, and 2x2x1 is used for (1010), (1011), and (1013) slabs respectively. The

difference in energies is less than 4 meV/atom upon using finer mesh. Entire surface

is scanned by placing the MeOH molecule at various available unique sites. To com-

pare the interaction of methanol at these sites, interaction energy is calculated using

the formula: EMeOH/Zn = EMeOH+Zn - ( EZn + EMeOH ) where EMeOH+Zn is energy

of the system when MeOH is placed on the Zn surface, EZn is energy of the bare

surface and EMeOH is energy of the MeOH molecule. Further to investigate the effect

of oxygen adsorption on reactivity of Zn surfaces, we placed an oxygen atom on all

the facets. The interaction energy for oxygen adsorption is calculated using following

formula: EO/Zn = EO+Zn - ( EZn + 1/2 EO2 ) where EO+Zn is energy of the system

when oxygen atom is placed on the surface, EZn is energy of the bare surface and EO2

is energy of the isolated O2 molecule. Also, the interaction energy of methanol ad-

sorption on oxygen preadsorbed Zn surface is calculated using formula: EMeOH/O−Zn

= EMeOH+O−Zn - ( EO+Zn + EMeOH ) Here, EMeOH+O−Zn is the energy of system

with methanol adsorbed on oxygen preadsorbed Zn surface. To understand the site

specific adsorption pattern, the site-dependent projected Density of States (pDOS)

are calculated with denser k-mesh using LOBSTER.[41] The activation barrier for O-
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H bond dissociation of methanol is computed using the climbing image-nudged elastic

band (CI-NEB) method for both clean and oxygen preadsorbed surfaces.[42] Three

images are considered for transition state calculations using a force convergence of

0.1 eV/Å. The computational details of ZnO and ZnAl2O4 are discussed in detail in

our previous papers.[31–33]

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The rational design of a catalyst for any reaction requires consideration of several

parameters like material abundance, cost, the reactivity of the catalyst, reaction con-

ditions, selectivity of products, etc. Some factors, like material abundance and cost,

are out of our control. However, the catalytic properties could be altered/improved

by understanding its functionality at the atomistic level. Zn-based catalysts are ex-

tensively used in many reactions[43–46] because of the abundance of Zn (24th in the

earth’s crust), inexpensiveness, and safe handling methods. In the present work, we

investigate the interaction of MeOH with a series of Zn-based catalysts to understand

how the environment changes the properties of a catalyst. We will be comparing

the interaction of MeOH with various facets of Zn, oxygen-preadsorbed Zn(O-Zn),

ZnO, and finally, with ZnAl2O4 to understand the reactivity of these catalysts at the

electronic level.

We begin by discussing the interaction of methanol with different metallic Zn

surfaces. We have modelled (1010), (1011), and (1013) facets of Zn because they

exhibit the most prominent peaks in the XRD. Top and side views of all these facets

are shown in Fig. SI-1. All these facets are scanned by placing methanol at various

inequivalent sites. Before detailed discussions, we note that the physisorption and

chemisorption of methanol is explained on the basis of O-H bond-length of methanol

upon adsorption. Physisorption of MeOH is accompanied by surface reconstruction

of the flat facets, whereas the step facet does not show any rearrangement of surface
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TABLE I: Interaction energy (EMeOH/Zn/EMeOH/O−Zn) (eV), O-H bond-length (Å) of MeOH at various

inequivalent sites of (1010), (1011), and (1013) facets of pristine zinc (in black color) and oxygen preadsorbed Zn (in

blue color). For O-Zn, the Osurf -HMeOH bond-length is shown in parenthesis. In all the cases, irrespective of its

initial position, MeOH always diffuses on the surface and adsorb with its oxygen ontop of Zn. However, variation in

the relative orientation of MeOH with respect to surface results into observed variation in Eint. The

thermodynamically most favorable configuration at each facet is represented by numbers in bold.

Initial (1010) (1011) (1013)

positions

EMeOH/Zn O-H EMeOH/Zn O-H EMeOH/Zn O-H

EMeOH/O−Zn BL EMeOH/O−Zn BL EMeOH/O−Zn BL

(eV) (Å) (eV) (Å) (eV) (Å)

Top
-3.37 0.98 -1.31 0.98 -0.67 0.99

-1.66 0.98(3.28) -0.59 0.99(1.87) -1.01 1.05(1.49)

Bridge
— — -1.26 0.98 — —

— — -0.63 0.99(1.76) — —

SB
-4.09 0.99 — — -0.57 0.98

-3.26 0.99(3.48) — — -0.93 1.05(1.51)

LB
-3.36 0.98 — — -0.64 0.99

-1.57 0.98(6.47) — — -1.01 1.05(1.49)

4FH/3FH
-3.23 0.99 -1.35 0.98 -0.64 0.99

-1.98 0.99(3.44) -0.72 0.99(1.86) -0.64 0.99(6.96)

Tops
— — -1.32 0.98 — —

— — -0.61 0.99(1.87) — —

atoms. This rearrangement of surface atoms also reflects in the lowering of interaction

energy of MeOH (refer to Tab.I). In Tab.I, we have noted the interaction energy and

O-H bond-length of methanol on all three facets of metallic Zn (in black color) and

oxygen preadsorbed Zn (in blue color). The bond-length between Osurf -HMeOH are
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shown in brackets for all facets of O-Zn. In all the cases, irrespective of the initial

position, upon optimization, methanol diffuses on the surface and adsorb ontop of Zn.

However, in Tab.I, we have noted the initial position where methanol was placed to

distinguish each configuration. The thermodynamically most stable configuration for

each facet is shown in bold numbers. The interaction energies for (1010) facets are

significantly larger because, the reconstruction energies are buried in it. However, to

normalize the interaction energy for all systems, we have excluded the reconstruction

energy and noted in Tab.II as WOR. The extent of reconstruction is significant for

the (1010) facet because of its open structure and is minimal or absent for the other

two facets [(1011), (1013)]. The reconstruction on (1010) causes the rearrangement

of atoms on the surface, which resembles that of the (1011) facet.

As discussed earlier, exposing a metal surface to oxygen alters its reactivity con-

siderably. To understand the effect of oxygen adsorption on the reactivity of zinc

facets, we have adsorbed atomic oxygen on all these facets, as shown in Fig. SI-2.

The oxygen on the (1010) surface diffuses to the subsurface layer, while on the other

two facets [(1011) and (1013)], it adsorbs on the surface. Closed packing of atoms on

the (1011) and (1013) facets doesn’t favor oxygen diffusion in the subsurface layer.

We placed MeOH at various unique sites of oxygen-preadsorbed Zn surfaces. For

pristine metallic surfaces, the MeOH physisorbed on the surface with no elongation in

the O-H bond. Oxygen adsorption causes activation of the methanol on the step facet

of O-Zn. Representative cases of MeOH adsorption on Zn and oxygen-preadsorbed

Zn are shown in Fig.1 (the upper panel and lower panel represent MeOH adsorption

at pristine Zn and oxygen-preadsorbed Zn surfaces, respectively). The (1010) facet

of Zn undergoes substantial reconstruction upon adsorption of methanol as evident

from upper panel of Fig.1-(a).

Although preadsorbed oxygen enhances the catalytic activity of metal surfaces, the

reactivity depends on several other factors, such as the structural arrangement of

atoms, coordination numbers, and effective charge on surface atoms. As evident from
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FIG. 1: Interaction of methanol with various facets of pristine Zn (upper panel) and oxygen preadsorbed Zn system

(lower panel). (a) represents the thermodynamically most stable configuration of MeOH adsorption at (1010) facet.

Methanol adsorption results into substantial reconstruction at the surface. The bare facet of (1010) is shown in Fig.

SI1-(a). Surface atoms of this facet rearrange themselves and the atomic arrangement resembles to that of (1011)

facet. (b) depicts the adsorption of MeOH at (1011) facet. The extent of reconstruction upon MeOH adsorption is

much less compared to (1010). (c) Adsorption of MeOH at (1013) facet. No reconstruction is observed at this facet

upon MeOH adsorption.

Tab.I, the O-H bond does not elongate on the (1010) facet of O-Zn because of the

adsorption of oxygen below the surface layer resulting into indirect interaction with

adsorbed methanol. In the case of (1011) and (1013), oxygen is present on the surface

and hence favors the adsorption of methanol on the surface by forming hydrogen

bonds. The strength of the hydrogen bond between Osurf -HMeOH determines the

activation of methanol on the O-Zn systems. The proximity of surface oxygen and

hydrogen of MeOH results in higher activation of the O-H bond of methanol with

9% elongation on the step (1013) facet. We computed the activation barrier for

dissociation of the O-H bond on all Zn surfaces and oxygen-preadsorbed Zn surfaces.

The results are depicted in Fig.2. The energy profile shows that the activation barrier
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FIG. 2: The activation barrier for O-H bond of MeOH at (a) (1010), (b) (1011), and (1013) facets are shown. In

case of flat facets, the activation barrier significantly reduces from clean Zn to O-assisted Zn surface, while for step

facet, it becomes negligible. Also, the thermodynamics of reaction become favorable upon oxygen adsorption.

decreases for all three facets upon oxygen adsorption. The barrier for (1010) and

(1011) reduces to one-third and one-fifth respectively, while for the step facet, it

becomes almost negligible. Change in reaction energy from positive to negative upon

oxygen adsorption makes the reaction exothermic. The presence of oxygen on the

surface also helps in stabilizing the hydrogen dissociated from methanol by forming

the hydroxide.

The change in the underlying electronic structure upon oxygen adsorption provides

a rationale for the observed variation in the reactivity of Zn facets. The 4s levels

for Zn metal are close to Fermi and participates in reactivity. Fig.3-(a): (i) and

(ii) illustrate the site-specific pDOS of Zn-4s for bare facets of pristine and oxygen-

adsorbed surfaces, respectively. The 4s near Fermi, marked in Fig.3-(a), is enlarged

and displayed in Fig.3-(b). The magnified plot clearly shows that for the step facet,

the intensity of 4s states increases near and at the Fermi level in the oxygen-adsorbed

facet compared to the pristine one. In contrast, the 4s intensity decreases near the
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FIG. 3: (a) represents pDOS of 4s levels of pristine Zn surfaces and oxygen adsorbed Zn surfaces. Significant

variation in nature of 4s is observed upon oxygen adsorption on Zn surfaces. (b) shows the magnified 4s level near

Fermi which are marked in (a). It is clear from the figure that for stepped facets (red curve) the peak intensity

increases near Fermi while for both flat facets (blue and green curve) the peak intensity reduces near Fermi as

compared to the pristine surfaces.

Fermi level for both the flat facets. The presence of 4s states near the Fermi level

facilitates the activation of methanol at the step facet. However, non-zero states at

Fermi are not the sole criteria for MeOH activation. Another crucial factor is the

presence of surface oxygen in the vicinity of HMeOH . Thus, although the 4s-pDOS

are non-zero at Fermi for (1010), the absence of surface oxygen near HMeOH results

in barely activated MeOH. In the case of (1011), although the activation of MeOH is

comparable to that of (1010), the activation barrier is considerably lower as compared

to (1010) because of surface oxygen in the vicinity of HMeOH . On the other hand, in
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the case of metallic surfaces, the presence of 4s states near Fermi for flat facets do

not favour the activation of methanol in the absence of oxygen. Thus, variation in

the activity of facets of Zn and O-Zn can be correlated with the electronic structure

of the bare facets.

In our previous studies, we discussed the interaction of methanol with several

facets of ZnO.[31, 32] We have investigated different flat [(1010), (1011), (1120)]

and step [(1013), (1122)] facets of ZnO for their interaction with methanol. We

observed at (1011) facet, methanol spontaneously converts to formaldehyde. These

results were validated by experiments and demonstrated that methanol converts to

formaldehyde at ZnO nanoparticles at ambient conditions with 100% selectivity. On

other flat facets, molecular adsorption is most favorable, while dissociation of MeOH

is thermodynamically the most favorable outcome at step facets. The activity of

metal oxides can be altered by modifying their structure. ZnO and Al2O3 are both

used as industrial catalysts for methanol synthesis.[47] In one of the earlier studies by

our group, we investigated the interaction of methanol with (220) and (311) facets of

ZnAl2O4.[33] We observed molecular adsorption as well as dissociation of methanol

on these facets. Depending upon the site of adsorption, MeOH interacts differently

with ZnAl2O4. We reported that lesser coordinated surface oxygen atoms actively

participate in methanol dissociation.

We observe that upon changing the environment of Zn and O in series of different

systems (Zn, O-Zn, ZnO, and ZnAl2O4), the interaction of methanol changes from

adsorption to dissociation of O-H as well as C-H bond. To understand this varia-

tion, we analyzed different parameters such as interaction energy, Mulliken charges,

distance between MeOH and surface metal and/or oxygen atoms for all the facets of

all these systems. The interaction energy of the thermodynamically most stable con-

figuration of methanol on various facets of Zn-based systems is noted in Tab.II. The

interaction energy for each system is computed by including and excluding the surface

reconstruction energy and described as WR and WOR respectively. The numbers in
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TABLE II: Interaction energy of methanol on different Zn based systems are reported in the table. Black numbers

depict the energy of metallic Zn and O-Zn systems. Blue and red colored numbers represent interaction of methanol

at ZnO, and ZnAl2O4 facets respectively. Adsorption of methanol on these different system triggers surface

reconstruction which reflects in the interaction energy. WR (with reconstruction) stands for energy with the impact

of reconstruction. However, in order to homogenize the energies, we have eliminated the reconstruction effect from

interaction as demonstrated by WOR (without reconstruction).

systems/facets (1010)/220 (1011)/311 (1013) (1120) (1122)

Zn
WR -4.09 -1.36 -0.66

WOR -0.77 -0.69 -0.68

O-Zn
WR -3.26 -0.72 -1.01

WOR -0.78 -0.60 -1.13

ZnO
WR -1.58 -7.95 -3.88 -1.24 -6.24

WOR -1.90 -4.83 -2.91 -1.40 -3.38

ZnAl2O4

WR -1.81 -4.14

WOR -2.47 -4.91

black represent interaction energy of methanol with Zn and O-Zn surfaces, while blue

and red numbers indicate ZnO and ZnAl2O4 surfaces respectively. The numbers in

bold signify dissociation of methanol as thermodynamically most stable outcome on

that facet. It is clear from the interaction energies (computed for both the WR and

WOR) of Tab.II that the presence of oxygen facilitates the adsorption of MeOH on

step facet of O-Zn. We do not observe any correlation between the interaction energy

(WR) and outcome of the interaction. However, the extent of reconstruction varies

from facet to facet. And hence, upon normalization of the energies by excluding the

impact of reconstruction (WOR), there is a one-to-one correlation between interaction

energies (WOR) and outcome of MeOH. Dissociation is always associated with lower

interaction energy than the molecular adsorption. Also, irrespective of the outcome,

methanol interaction is more favored on the ZnO and ZnAl2O4 facets as compared to
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Zn and O-Zn.

TABLE III: Mulliken charges on surface zinc atoms of Zn, O-Zn, ZnO, and ZnAl2O4. For Zn, and O-Zn the charges

are shown in black color, whereas for ZnO and ZnAl2O4, the charges are represented in blue and red color

respectively. Charges for the facets where dissociation of MeOH occurs, are shown in bold numbers. Transfer of

electron from metal to oxygen is evident from the effective charges on Zn.

systems/facets (1010)/220 (1011)/311 (1013) (1120) (1122)

Zn 0.05 0.12 0.19(0.14)

O-Zn 0.49 0.61 0.50

ZnO 0.85 1.04 0.96(0.64) 0.96 0.81

ZnAl2O4 1.52 1.53(1.58)

TABLE IV: Mulliken charges on surface oxygen atoms of O-Zn(black color), ZnO(blue color), and ZnAl2O4(red

color). The shortest distance between oxygen and surface atom (BL) is also shown

systems/facets property (1010)/220 (1011)/311 (1013) (1120) (1122)

O-Zn
charge(e) -0.74 -0.81 -1.38

BL(Å) 1.93 1.89 1.88

ZnO
charge(e) -0.79 -0.68 -0.82(-0.89) -0.89 -0.85

BL(Å) 1.77 1.85 1.94(1.87) 1.90 1.82

ZnAl2O4

charge(e) -1.03(-1.07) -1.00(-1.11; -1.17)

BL(Å) 1.82(1.74) 1.77(1.93; 1.85)

Next, we note effective charges on surface zinc and oxygen atoms for all the facets

investigated in Tab.III and Tab.IV, respectively. The numbers in black depict Zn

and O-Zn systems, whereas the blue and red numbers indicate ZnO and ZnAl2O4

systems. It is clear from Tab.III that with increasing oxygen content Zn becomes

more positive, indicating electron transfer from metal to oxygen. Similarly, as seen
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from Tab.IV, charge gained by oxygen atoms varies from -0.68 for ZnO(1011) to -

1.38 for O-Zn(1013). However, we do not see any correlation between the charge on

surface zinc/oxygen and the outcome of the interaction i.e. adsorption or dissociation

of MeOH.
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FIG. 4: pDOS of 2p of O in different systems (i) oxygen preadsorbed zinc (O-Zn), (ii) metal oxide (ZnO), (iii) mixed

metal oxide (ZnAl2O4). (a) shows flat facets while (b) represents stepped facets. 2p of oxygen of methanol is

plotted in gray color for reference.

Next, we compare pDOS for O-2p of O-Zn, ZnO, and ZnAl2O4 for flat and step

facets as shown in Fig.4-(a) and (b), respectively. The reference pDOS for 2p of

OMeOH is plotted in each figure as a gray curve. Depending on the environment
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the pDOS exhibit subtle variation which influences the outcome of the interaction of

MeOH with that facet. Two flat facets [(1010) and (1011)] and step facets of ZnO with

non zero pDOS at Fermi favours dissociation of MeOH.Whereas for (1120) facet, there

are no states at Fermi level and this is the facet of ZnO with chemisorption of MeOH as

the only outcome. For both step facets of ZnO (see (ii) of Fig.4-(b)) significantly low

number of O-2p states are present near Fermi. However, for both these stepped facets,

Zn-4s states are present at Fermi (shown in Fig. SI-3-(b)-(iii)) and overlaps with 2p

states of OMeOH, which accounts for the spontaneous dissociation of MeOH on these

facets. This site specific signature of pDOS is also observed in the tDOS plot which

reflects the underlying electronic structure of the entire facet. The tDOS plots of flat

and step facets of all systems are shown in Fig.5-(a) and (b) respectively. The next

system we will discuss is a mixed metal oxide, ZnAl2O4. For ZnAl2O4, on (220) and

(311) facets dissociation of MeOH is the favoured outcome. Al acts as the active site

for methanol adsorption in these cases because of its greater affinity for oxygen than

Zn. Surface oxygen atoms have variations in their coordination with Zn and Al atoms.

The difference in the coordination of these oxygen atoms also reflects in their pDOS

plots as seen in Fig.4-(a) and (b)-iii. These different ‘types’ of oxygen atoms on the

surface are denoted based on their coordination with Al and Zn atoms, respectively.

For example, the key 220-O30 in Fig.4-a-(iii) represents the pDOS of the oxygen atom,

which is coordinated with 3 Al atoms. Interestingly, when MeOH is placed near the

oxygen atoms having non-zero states at the Fermi, they undergo dissociation. In

contrast, if MeOH is placed near oxygen atoms which do not have states at Fermi, then

they are chemisorbed. Thus, the adsorption of MeOH in the vicinity of oxygen, which

has non-zero energy states at Fermi, is essential for dissociating methanol. However,

it is not sufficient to have non-zero states at Fermi. The orientation of methanol plays

a crucial role in determining the outcome. The preferred orientation is where HMeOH

is inclined towards the Osurf . Fig.6 represents two different orientations of methanol

on (220) facet of ZnAl2O4. The atoms displayed in blue depict those oxygen atoms
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FIG. 5: tDOS of different systems (i) metallic Zn, (ii) oxygen preadsorbed zinc (O-Zn), (iii) metal oxide (ZnO), (iv)

mixed metal oxide (ZnAl2O4). (a) shows flat facets while (b) represents stepped facets.

with non-zero peaks at the Fermi level, and the red ones have zero energy states at the

Fermi level. Fig.6-(a) and (b) show the adsorption of methanol on the same Al atom

in two different orientations, which results in adsorption and dissociation of methanol,

respectively. The favoured orientation of methanol (refer Fig.6-(b)) for dissociation

is the one in which HMeOH is tilted towards the blue-coloured oxygen atom, which

has non-zero energy states at Fermi. This observation holds for the (311) facet also.

It is interesting to note that this trend is also visible in the pDOS plot of each facet,

where Al-3p is present at Fermi (Fig. SI-4) and overlaps with 2p of OMeOH , but no
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FIG. 6: The orientation of methanol on (220) facet of ZnAl2O4 are shown. The atoms in blue color corresponds to

those oxygens which have non-zero energy states at Fermi as shown in Fig.4-(a)-(iii) and red are those which have

zero energy states at Fermi. (a) shows the initial position of methanol where the HMeOH is inclined towards red

oxygen atoms and results into adsorption of methanol upon optimization. (b) depicts the initial position of

methanol in which HMeOH is tilted towards blue oxygen atoms result into dissociation. This signifies that along

with presence of oxygen with non-zero peak at Fermi, orientation of MeOH does play a crucial role in determining

the outcome of interaction of MeOH in complex system such as ZnAl2O4.

Zn-4s is seen around Fermi (Fig. SI-3). This signature is also clearly seen in the

tDOS of ZnAl2O4 depicted in Fig.5-(iv).

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have demonstrated a one-to-one correlation between the availabil-

ity of DOS at the Fermi and the dissociation of MeOH by investigating the interac-

tion of MeOH with various Zn-based catalysts. To our knowledge, no studies have

been reported on the interaction of methanol with zinc surfaces. The current study
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thoroughly examines how methanol interacts with zinc and oxygen-preadsorbed zinc

surfaces. Since the most prominent facets in the XRD of bulk Zn are (1010), (1011),

and (1013), we investigated these facets for interaction with methanol. Physisorption

of MeOH is a common outcome on all the facets of pristine Zn with a substantial

reconstruction of (1010) surface. We observed the chemisorption of MeOH on the

step facet of oxygen-preadsorbed Zn and physisorption on pristine Zn. Thus, oxygen

adsorption enhances the reactivity of the surface with methanol. Oxygen adsorption

significantly lowers the activation barrier for O-H bond dissociation, with a negligible

barrier on the step facet. The dissociation of the O-H bond also changes from being

endothermic on pristine Zn surfaces to exothermic on oxygen-preadsorbed surfaces.

Finally, we discuss the underlying electronic structures of different catalytic systems,

including Zn, O-Zn, ZnO, and ZnAl2O4, that have been investigated for interactions

with methanol in our current and earlier studies. By carefully analyzing the site-

specific pDOS plots of these facets, we report that the existence of energy states of

oxygen, metal, or both at or near the Fermi level has a substantial influence on the

dissociation of MeOH on that particular facet. With this knowledge, we may examine

catalytic surfaces for their interactions with incoming adsorbate species from a fresh

perspective.
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